Room Makeover

Complete the five steps to earn your Room Makeover Badge.

1. **Gather ideas and inspiration:** Search interior design different styles online. Create a Pinterest board with your inspiration or just keep a photo collection of your inspiration. What style do you like best?

2. **Paint something:** Now that you are inspired it is time to paint. You can paint a wall in your room, refinish or paint a piece of furniture like a table or dresser, or get some canvas, shelves, or wooden accent pieces and paint those. Add some color to your room.

3. **Sew or glue something:** Watch the attached video to learn how to make a decorative wall hanging.

4. **Redo something:** Check out this [link](#) for inspiration on how to turn something broken into something cool.

5. **Build something:** Make your own art work or build some furniture out of wood, metal, or other things you can find. Get creative!